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islands. They vary from wide channels to tiny creeks that lie
tunnelled under dense vegetation. Little by little this region is
being reclaimed, the jungle cleared and the rich soil brought
under cultivation but it is necessarily very slow work. It has
however been proved that this arduous task is financially
remunerative. The jungle that has to be cut is of little value for
its timber, " Sundri " being the only wood that repays the cost of
transport.
The two days spent in navigating the Sundarbans were of no
little interest.   It would be difficult to imagine a more abandoned
country.   Rising little above the level of the water the islands
extend in every direction, covered with low growing forest
Here and there trees of greater size stand up above the rest.
The banks are shrouded and often concealed by the twisted and
contorted branches and roots of short stunted trees.   Often the
channels through which our steamer passed would have been
little more than sufficient to allow, by skilful manoeuvring, of
another ship's passage.    Sometimes we were so near the bank
that it seemed almost possible to step ashore.   The calm of these
secluded waterways, the stillness of the air, the damp smell of
decaying vegetation, and the knowledge that in these noisome
jungles, uninhabited and uninhabitable by men, tigers abound,
create an impression of mystery and fascination.   .Little game is
visible, so thick is the growth of the island banks.    Once near
sunset we spotted deer feeding on the grass of a spit of land that
projected into the river.   They stood and watched our steamer
pass, tender,  beautiful creatures, alert and motionless, their
red-brown coats speckled with white.   Once or twice a crocodile,
stirring the mud, slid from a slimy bank into the yellow water*
On the evening of the second day the Sundarbans were left
behind and we entered the open cultivated country, the southern
extremity of Eastern Bengal—a level plain, rich in rice fields,
thickly inhabited and cultivated wherever cultivation is possible,
The villages nestling in groves of Coco-nut, Areca and Date-palm
interspersed with fruit and forest trees lay close together along
the river banks, telling of the dense population that this rich
district supports.   Everywhere life teemed,   This Presidency of
Bengal has an area of 82,000 square miles and a population of
47,500,000, the Moslems being slightly more numerous than
the Hindus*   The vastness of India and the number of its peoples
is almost impossible of realisation.
The landscape changes little, always the extensive plain and

